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1. Introduction 

The current version of TS 33.220 “Generic Bootstrapping Architecture” mentions that the location 
(whether in the UICC or in the ME) of the storage of Ks_ext is for further study. This contribution proposes 
some elements of comparison in order to finalize the GBA_U procedure.  
 

2. Current status of GBA-U key derivation  

The current TS 33.220 [1] proposes the following key derivations for GBA-U: 
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The TS states that: 

- The location (whether in the UICC or in the ME) of the storage of Ks_ext is for further study. 
 
- When the UE is powered down, or when the UICC is removed, any GBA_U keys shall be deleted 

from storage in the ME. There is no need to delete the keys Ks_int and Ks_int_NAF from storage 
in the UICC. 

 
GBA_U steps 
The difference of processing between Ks_ext stored on the UICC and Ks_ext stored on the ME are the 
following: 
 
 
 
Step-1 
 
 

 

UICC ME 

GBA_U Procedure (Bootstrap) 
RAND || AUTN 

User authentication response 
RES (least significant bit flipped) 

User authentication reject 
CAUSE 

Storage of 
B-TID || Key Life Time 

The UICC derives  
Ks_int and Ks_ext 

 

 

 

UICC ME 

GBA_U Procedure (Bootstrap) 
RAND || AUTN 

User authentication response 
RES (least significat bit flipped), Ks_ext 

User authentication reject 
CAUSE 

Storage of 
B-TID || Key Life Time 

The UICC derives  
Ks_int and Ks_ext 

 
 
Step-2 
 
 UICC ME 

GBA_U Procedure (NAF derivation) 
NAF_ID, IMPI 

GBA_U Procedure response 
Ks_ext_NAF 

ICC derives 
Ks_ext_NAF from Ks_ext 

s_int_NAF from Ks_int 

  

 UICC ME 

GBA_U Procedure (NAF derivation) 
NAF_ID, IMPI 

GBA_U Procedure response 
 

UICC derives 
 Ks_int_NAF from KS_int 

ME derives  
Ks_ext_NAF from Ks_ext 

 
 
 
In case of Ks_ext stored on the UICC, another alternative to derive Ks_xx_NAF keys was proposed at 
SA3#34. This solution is described in section 3.6 of the present document. Besides an analysis of the key 
derivation alternatives is provided in another SA3#35 contribution [2]. 
The choice of the derivation method has no impact on the elements of comparison excepting the processing 
time and the implementation complexity.  
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3. Elements of comparison 

3.1. Security 
 
The storage of bootstrapping keys on the UICC provides a higher level of security; this is demonstrated in 
the following attack description. 
 
The attack consists in sending authenticated application requests from a device not hosting the UICC to 
new NAFs.  
 
Context: 
Ks_ext_NAF = h2 (Ks_ext, h2-key derivation parameters) 
where h2-key derivation parameters include IMPI, NAF_ID and RAND. 
 
•  Scenario 1: Ks_ext stored on the ME 
 
An attacker accessing the ME can retrieve Ks_ext, IMPI, RAND, B-TID and current Ks_ext_NAF values.  
The knowledge of Ks_ext, IMPI and RAND allows the attacker to compute Ks_ext_NAF of any NAF 
during the key lifetime of Ks_ext since the NAF_specific value is the NAF_ID (public value sent by the 
NAF).  
 
So, in case of Ks_ext stored on the ME, an attacker needs only one connection with the ME to allow a 
device not hosting the UICC to perform authenticated application requests to any NAF during the key 
lifetime of Ks_ext. 
 
•  Scenario 2: bootstrapping keys (e.g. Ks_ext) stored on the UICC 
 
An attacker accessing the ME can retrieve IMPI, RAND, B-TID and current Ks_ext_NAF values.  
This attacker can send authenticated application requests to the corresponding NAF by using the retrieved 
Ks_ext_NAF keys. 
To send authenticated application requests to a new NAF, the attacker needs to establish a new connextion 
to the ME in order to make the ME send the “Ks_ext_NAF retrieve” command to the UICC and, after the 
execution of the commande, retrieve the Ks_ext_NAF value on the ME.  
 
So, in case of Ks_ext stored on the UICC, if an attacker wants to send authenticated application requests to 
new NAFs from a device not hosting the UICC, then he needs to establish one connection with the ME for 
each NAF to contact.  
 
Conclusion: the storage of bootstrapping keys on the UICC offers a higher security level.  
 
3.2. Bootstrapping key lifetime 
 
•  Scenario 1: Ks_ext stored on the ME 

Ks_ext shall be deleted when the UE is powered down or when the UICC is removed. 
 
•  Scenario 2: bootstrapping keys stored on the UICC 

There is no need to delete bootstrapping keys (e.g. Ks_int and Ks_ext) from the UICC in case of UE 
power down or UICC removal. Only, the Ks_ext_NAF key stored on the ME shall be deleted.  
 
So, the bootstrapping key lifetime is longer when it is only stored on the UICC, this leads to: 

o Decrease the frequency of bootstrapping procedures  
o Decrease the consumption of authentication vectors  
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3.3. Processing time 
 
In case of application requiring the use of Ks_ext_NAF only, the storage of the Ks_ext on the UICC 
implies that the ME sends a second call to the ME to retrieve Ks_ext_NAF. So, compared to the storage of 
Ks_ext on the ME, there is a processing delay due to the call to the UICC but this delay represents only 
some few ten ms. Moreover, in case of Ks_ext stored on the UICC, it was previously mentioned that an 
alternative for Ks_xx_NAF key derivation could be proposed; Ks_ext and Ks_int could be replaced with a 
single Ks key Cf [2]. In this case the processing time of the first step (corresponding to the Bootstrapping 
mode) would be decreased then the difference of the GBA_U processing time between the storage on the 
UICC and the storage on the ME would be also decreased. 
 
In conclusion, the processing delay in case of storage on the UICC would be very small.  
 
3.4. Key derivation complexity 
 
At SA3#34, it was proposed to optimise the GBA_U bootstrapping procedure by removing at least one key 
derivation procedure. In fact, the current version of TS 33.220 requires the UICC and the BSF to perform 
four key derivation procedures to calculate Ks_int_NAF and Ks_ext_NAF keys. First the UICC performs 
Ks derivation, then performs Ks_int and Ks_ext derivation, and finally performs Ks_int_NAF and 
Ks_ext_NAF derivation. This GBA_U bootstrapping procedure can be optimised by removing Ks_int and 
Ks_ext derivation and by directly deriving Ks_int_NAF and Ks_ext_NAF from Ks.  
 
In addition to all the benefits of a bootstrapping procedure where associated keys are stored in the UICC, 
this solution presents the following advantages.  
o It reduces the bootstrapping time, as the UICC would have to perform one key derivation for the 

bootstrapping instead of two. This will lead to better performance in the UICC and BSF (less network 
resources consumption/less booting time). 

o It reduces the implementation complexity in the BSF, as the GBA_U procedures will be similar to the 
GBA_ME procedures at least for the Bootstrapping mode (Step-1).  

 
3.5. Implementation cost 
 
As mentioned in the previous clause the storage of Ks_ext on the UICC means that the ME shall send a 
second call to the UICC to retrieve Ks_ext_NAF but this second call requires no new command. T3 agreed 
at T3#32 meeting the creation of a GBA Security Context in the AUTHENTICATE command with two 
specific modes: Bootstrapping mode and NAF Derivation mode, cf T3-040540 CR [xx]. 
For GBA_U the ME shall implement the AUTHENTICATE command with GBA security context - 
Bootstrapping mode anyway to retrieve the RES value and perform the http digest authentication. The 
difference between the Bootstrapping mode and the NAF Derivation mode only consists in the 
AUTHENTICATE command data. 
 
So, in case of application only requiring the use of Ks_ext_NAF, there is no cost of implementation for the 
second call to the UICC. From the ME side, the difference between a GBA_ME and a GBA_U will be in 
the implementation and handling of the UICC AUTHENTICATE command. The support of GBA_U in the 
ME requires only the extension of the currently defined AUTHENTICATE command. 
 
3.6. GBA_ME not supporting GBA_U 
 
Some companies objected the storage of Ks_ext on the UICC because of the existence of GBA-aware ME 
not supporting GBA_U capabilities. In case of GBA_U aware UICC inserted in GBA-aware ME not 
supporting GBA_U capabilities, the ME does not receive Ks_ext and cannot derive Ks_ext_NAF.  
 
This argument “GBA-capable ME not supporting GBA_U” is not relevant to prevent the storage of Ks_ext 
on the UICC because SA3 did not yet decided to allow the scenario of “GBA-capable ME not supporting 
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GBA-U”. Moreover, there are several arguments to require that GBA-aware ME shall support both GBA-
ME and GBA-U, Cf SA3#35 contribution [3]. 
 
So, it is the security level due to the storage of Ks_ext that should influence the decision on the support of 
GBA features within a Rel-6 ME. The argument related to “GBA-aware ME not supporting GBA_U” 
should not be taken into consideration to decide on the storage of bootstrapping keys.  
 
 

4. Conclusion  

The storage of bootstrapping keys on the UICC offers a higher security level, extends the bootstrapping key 
lifetime and decreases the frequency of the bootstrapping procedures and the consumption of authentication 
vectors. An optimization of the GBA_U bootstrapping procedure could make the implementation easier in 
the BSF and UICC, and could decrease significantly the bootstrapping time.  
 
So, we kindly recommend SA3 to require the storage of bootstrapping keys on the UICC for GBA_U and 
to optimize the GBA_U bootstrapping procedures.  
 
Two CRs ([4] and [5]) implement this proposal. 
 
We believe that the arguments given in this document are not convincing and thus do not warrant the 
requirement that the Ks_ext should be stored in the UICC only and that the subsequent Ks_ext_NAF key 
derivation should be done in the UICC. CRs S3-040783 and S3-040784 implements alternative proposal. 
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